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This method of printing was carried out on heavy wooden tables, probably about 30ft long, 
covered with blanket, with an oilcloth covering on top.  The cloth was laid out along these 
tables, which had a series of rollers at one end, on which one length was dried while the next 
length was being printed. 
 
The pattern was printed by means of wooden blocks, some of which were woodcut, while 
others were coppered.  Separate blocks were used for each colour in the pattern, and each 
block had pitch pins in each corner to ensure a perfect fit of each repeat and each colour. 
 
The blocks picked up the colour on their surfaces from a sieve, on the same lines as a stamp 
pad, and the pattern was applied to the cloth by placing the block in the correct position and 
striking it several times with a printer’s ‘mall’, or ‘mell’ as it was commonly known.  This 
was a small mallet with a head made of lead and a short wooden shaft, the length of which 
was approximately the same as the width of a man’s hand.  The mall was held with the head 
resting on the thumb and forefinger, and the block was struck with the end of the shaft.   
 
As already mentioned, the blocks were either woodcut or coppered, and block cutting was a 
highly skilled craft.  Block cutters served a seven year apprenticeship.  Depending on the 
size of the repeat, one or more blocks had to be cut for each colour in the design.  It was 
necessary for the block cutters to have a wide range of cutting gouges to cope with every 
size of curve likely to be encountered.  The tools for cutting straight lines were known as 
‘pinkers’, and these were required in a range of different widths.  The appropriate parts of 
the pattern were transferred to the blocks by the drawers, and the block cutters cut the 
outlines.  Large printing areas were cut with a double outline and the inner printing area 
was filled with thick felt to pick up the colour.   
 
These cutting tools were held in the left hand, with the thumb at the front and the fingers 
supporting both the handle and the blade from behind.  Before each cut the cutting edges 
were lubricated in an oil dip, which was a round piece of lead with a hollow centre holding 
a piece of felt soaked in oil.  The tools were knocked into the wood with a striker, which was 
a flat steel instrument with either a wood or steel handle.  To avoid breakages, the tools were 
removed from the block by striking them under the brass ferrule, with the same striker.   
 
After the outlines had been cut, the non-printing parts of the blocks had to be hollowed out, 
and again a wide range and sizes of tools was required.  The hollowing out was done to a 
depth of approximately ¼ inch.  The first operation, especially on large areas was done by a 
tool called a ‘rougher up’.  This was a sort of chisel which was struck with a wooden mallet.  
This tool was also required in a range of sizes.  The finishing was done by a hand tool called 
a spoon mouth gouge, but where the area was to be felted the bottom had to be flat, and this 
was done by another hand tool known as a ‘crookie’ or ‘dog-leg chisel’.   
 
For very fine or intricate patterns, coppered blocks were required.  On these blocks the 
outlines were cut in the normal manner, but the non-printing parts were not hollowed out, 
as the whole surface of the block became the non-printing area.  When the outlines had been 
cut, the block cutters took ½ inch wide strips of softened copper which had been sharpened 
along one edge, and shaped them with hollow nosed pliers, to fit the various lines and 
curves of the pattern.  Some standard shapes such as small leaves, birds’ feet etc were made 



from copper wire drawn through a steel die, then cut into the appropriate length.  These 
copper shapes where then hammered into the cuts.  The large areas were filled with felt, and 
the whole printing surface was levelled by rubbing with a block of sandstone.  Two 
handholds had previously been cut in the back, by which the printer lifted the block.   
 
Most of the blocks were solid pieces of wood, and because of the grain structure, planetree 
or holly were considered the most suitable for this work.   
 
Archibald M. Aitken worked for the United Turkey Red Co. Ltd in the 1930s.  His father had also 
worked in the Vale, having been a block cutter for Archibald Orr Ewing and Co. from the late 
nineteenth into the twentieth century.  Printed by kind permission of Eona Aitken 
 


